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been doing volunteer work since I was a kid and it is not something I have ever
stopped doing. When I moved to Baltimore in 2007, I got connected with Boy

Scouts and became a Cub Scout den leader. I only got involved because I lived
close to the Westernport Scout camp. It was the best 6 years of my life. When I

was a freshman in high school I was diagnosed with celiac disease. It took me two
years to get diagnosed because I was diagnosed late in life. One of the things I
admire most about people with celiac disease is they are very open about it.

There is an amazing group of people here in Baltimore that share their
experiences and support each other. The first thing I want to do as a council

staffer is improve the relationship between members and council. I am looking
forward to leading the den next year and focusing on reaching out to each of our
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local Troops and parents. It is my goal to teach our young people that they can
share their hearts and minds with the world. This fall, I will be studying at Johns
Hopkins University for my bachelor's degree in Public Relations. I plan to use my

skills in community service while at school. I would love to have my school
mascot be a Boy Scout and a Patriot!The European Parliament is holding a vote
on Wednesday (19 March) on its most important piece of legislation of the year:
the renewed copyright rules. In last night's (18 March) session, Parliament's Civil
Liberties committee approved copyright reform that passed with a balanced vote.

The House will vote on the new copyright rules later today. If the Parliament
approves the rules, then the new law will enter into force by the start of 2019,
and can then be implemented in national laws by member states. Notably, the
Parliament's new rules will maintain a number of provisions of the current law
that critics regard as infringing online freedoms. For example, they will allow

people
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